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Plus TAFE Single Courses will be introduced and available online
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Missing the final piece?
A single course can help you to complete your studies.
Business
- Accounting for Management Decisions ACCT2127
- Accounting Theory ACCT1077
- Advanced Corporate Finance BAFI2077
- Advanced Financial Accounting ACCT1009
- Applications in Financial Planning BAFI1098
- Auditing 1 ACCT1056
- Business & Government In A Global Context BUSM1142
- Business Analysis ISYS1051
- Business Computing 1 ISYS2056
- Business Planning BUSM2342
- Business Solutions Using Spreadsheet Models ISYS2043
- Business Solutions Using Spreadsheet Models ISYS2067
- Business Strategy & Leadership (CPA) ACCT2139
- Business Systems Management ISYS1028
- Buyer Behaviour MKTG1050/MKTG1101
- Commercial Law JUST1016
- Company Law JUST1028
- Computerised Accounting Systems ISYS2044
- Computerised Accounting Systems ISYS2068
- Corporate Accounting ACCT1048
- Corporate Governance & Accountability ACCT1115
- Cost Management & Applications ACCT1064
- Desktop Publishing & Business Communication ISYS2069
- Employment Relations BUSM1080
- Ethical Issues In Accountancy ACCT1081
- Financial Accounting ACCT2033
- Financial Econometrics ECON1195
- Financial Planning ACCT1018
- Financial Planning Process BAFI1096
- Financial Risk Management & Financial Engineering BAFI2081
- Financial Statement Analysis BAFI1070
- Human Resource Management BUSM3119
- Information Systems Security INTE1002
- International Finance & Asian Capital Markets BAFI1075
- International Management BUSM1222
- Internet for Business ISYS2061
- Introduction to IT Project Management ISYS1033
- Introduction To Organisational Behaviour BUSM1094
- Introductory Accounting ACCT1046
- Investment Concepts & Applications BAFI1097
- Investment Planning ACCT1020
- Law Of Investments & Financial Markets JUST1037
- Leadership & Management BUSM3120
- Legal Aspects Of Company Finance JUST1058
- Legal Issues for Managers JUST2231
- Management Accounting & Business ACCT1060

Design and the Social Context
- Advanced Advertising MKTG1180
- Advanced Construction Technology (Commercial) BUIL1124
- Advanced Web Authoring COSC1020
- Advertising Campaigns MKTG1185
- Advertising Media Strategy MKTG1187
- Advertising Strategy Planning MKTG1186
- Advertising System Integration MKTG1181
- Advertising Theory and Practice MKTG1190
- Alternative Photographic Processes VART1704
- Architecture Communication Project ARCH1029
- Architecture Design Studio 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 ARCH1001/1002/1003/1004/1006/1008/1010
- Architecture History & Theory Project ARCH1027
- Architecture History 2: Australian Architecture ARCH1024
- Architecture History 4: History Of 20th Century Architecture ARCH1026
- Architecture Professional Practice 2 ARCH1038
- Architecture Technology Project ARCH1017
- Asian Cinemas COMM1035
- Australian Cinema COMM1033
- Authorship & Narrative In The Cinema COMM1032
- Brand Architecture & Interactive Design COMM2238
- Building Systems BUIL1005
- Case Management Practice SOCU2060
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- **Introduction To Public Relations** COMM1161
- **Investment Evaluation Techniques For Real Estate** MKTG1140
- **Italian 2** LANG1022
- **Japanese 1,2** LANG1093/1094
- **Justice Management 2 (Program Implementation and Evaluation)** POLI1053
- **Justice Management 4 (Managing Human Resources in Justice)** BUSM1307
- **Juvenile Justice** HWSS2060
- **Landscape Architecture Design Studio 3,4,5,6** ARCH1161/1163/1166/1168
- **Landscape Architecture History 3** ARCH1165
- **Landscape Architecture Site Engineering** ARCH1160
- **Landscape Architecture Structures And Materials** ARCH1159
- **Landscape Architecture Technology Research** ARCH1173
- **Language Of Colour** VART1715
- **Managing Advertising: Agency & Client Approaches** MKTG1188
- **Managing Project Teams** BUSM1271
- **Managing Virtual Communication** COMM2236
- **Mass Media In Asia** COMM1086
- **Masters Seminar: Innovation & Change in Advertising** MKTG1183
- **Media & Meaning** COMM2110
- **Media Ethics** COMM1079
- **Movie Milestones** COMM2198
- **Music Live** TCHE2155
- **Non-Fiction Writing** GRAP2316
- **Novel Writing Workshop** COMM2169
- **Photographic Digital Imaging: Essential Skills** VART1950
- **Photography via www** VART1870
- **Photography: An Introduction** VART1869
- **Police Administration** JUST1099
- **Popular Culture and the Moving Image** VART1868
- **Principles Of Evidence B** JUST1096
- **Production Management & Methods** COSC1015
- **Project Design For Quality** BUSM1272
- **Property Concepts** OMGT1113
- **Reading Media Texts** COMM2072
- **Remediation: Theory of Multimedia** COMM2163
- **Research Methods & Philosophy Of Knowledge** PHIL1000
- **Research Methods** HUSO2094
- **Residential Valuation** OMGT1116
- **Screenwriting Theory & Analysis** COMM2174
- **Screenwriting Workshop** COMM2173
- **Sex & Gender in Asia** COMM2253
- **Short Story Writing** GRAP2317

---

- **Chinese 1,2** LANG1068/1069
- **Construction Technology (General)** BUIL1109
- **Contexts for New Learning** TCHE2137
- **Corrections** POLI1055
- **Creative Writing** OART1012
- **Creativity in Advertising** MKTG1189
- **Criminal Justice 3d (Contemporary Criminology)** SOCU2065
- **Criminal Justice 3e (Professional Ethics/Conduct)** JUST1106
- **Cultural Explorations in Fashion** HUSO2124
- **Cultural Shifts & the Still Image** VART1873
- **Design Studio 6 Industrial Design** GRAP2221
- **Designs in Interaction: Audio, Gesture & Graphics** COMM2162
- **Digital Asset Management** COMM2161
- **Digital Cinema** COMM2165
- **Digital Compositing** COSC1021
- **Digital Imaging with Photoshop** GRAP2217
- **Digital Video Projects 1** COMM1329
- **Digital Video Projects 2** COSC1429
- **Documentary in the Digital Age** COMM2166
- **Documentary Photography** VART1727
- **Early Childhood Language & Literacy** TCHE2141
- **Elective 1,2,3 - Landscape Architecture** ARCH1178/1179/1180
- **Family Law A** HWSS2057
- **Fashion & Design - Australian Icons** GRAP2327
- **Fashion & Textiles Marketing** MKTG1170
- **Fashion Accessories** GRAP2242
- **Fashion Merchandising** MKTG1207
- **Fashion Promotion** MKTG1237
- **Forensic Studies** ONPS2169
- **Foundations of Law** HUSO2097
- **French 1,2** LANG1167/1182
- **Future Analysis for Creative Industries** GRAP2310
- **Genre Writing** COMM2171
- **German 1,2** LANG1166/1180
- **Global Learning** SOCU2108
- **Greek Advanced Language 2b,3b** LANG1035/1049
- **Greek Introductory Language 1b,2b** LANG1015/1033
- **Health and Physical Education Elective 2** TCHE2158
- **Intercultural Conflict Resolution** SOCU2085
- **International Advertising** MKTG1184
- **International Approaches to Journalism** COMM2153
- **International Communication Strategy** COMM2237
- **International Human Rights and Law** POLI1068
- **International Political Economy: Business, Resources & Politics in the Global** SOCU2112
- **Introduction to Advertising** MKTG1208
- **Introduction to Literary Studies** COMM2140

---

[306x521]- Introduction To Public Relations COMM1161
[306x510]- Investment Evaluation Techniques For Real Estate MKTG1140
[306x499]- Italian 2 LANG1022
[306x489]- Japanese 1,2 LANG1093/1094
[306x478]- Justice Management 2 (Program Implementation and Evaluation) POLI1053
[306x467]- Justice Management 4 (Managing Human Resources in Justice) BUSM1307
[306x457]- Juvenile Justice HWSS2060
[306x446]- Landscape Architecture Design Studio 3,4,5,6 ARCH1161/1163/1166/1168
[306x436]- Landscape Architecture History 3 ARCH1165
[306x425]- Landscape Architecture Site Engineering ARCH1160
[306x414]- Landscape Architecture Structures And Materials ARCH1159
[306x404]- Landscape Architecture Technology Research ARCH1173
[306x393]- Language Of Colour VART1715
[306x382]- Managing Advertising: Agency & Client Approaches MKTG1188
[306x372]- Managing Project Teams BUSM1271
[306x361]- Managing Virtual Communication COMM2236
[306x350]- Mass Media In Asia COMM1086
[306x340]- Masters Seminar: Innovation & Change in Advertising MKTG1183
[306x330]- Media & Meaning COMM2110
[306x320]- Media Ethics COMM1079
[306x310]- Movie Milestones COMM2198
[306x300]- Music Live TCHE2155
[306x290]- Non-Fiction Writing GRAP2316
[306x280]- Novel Writing Workshop COMM2169
[306x270]- Photographic Digital Imaging: Essential Skills VART1950
[306x260]- Photography via www VART1870
[306x250]- Photography: An Introduction VART1869
[306x240]- Police Administration JUST1099
[306x230]- Popular Culture and the Moving Image VART1868
[306x220]- Principles Of Evidence B JUST1096
[306x210]- Production Management & Methods COSC1015
[306x200]- Project Design For Quality BUSM1272
[306x190]- Property Concepts OMGT1113
[306x180]- Reading Media Texts COMM2072
[306x170]- Remediation: Theory of Multimedia COMM2163
[306x160]- Research Methods & Philosophy Of Knowledge PHIL1000
[306x150]- Research Methods HUSO2094
[306x140]- Residential Valuation OMGT1116
[306x130]- Screenwriting Theory & Analysis COMM2174
[306x120]- Screenwriting Workshop COMM2173
[306x110]- Sex & Gender in Asia COMM2253
[306x100]- Short Story Writing GRAP2317
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Science, Engineering & Technology

- Acupuncture Practice 1,2 (Part B) COTH2038B/2040B
- Acupuncture Practicum 1,2 (Part B) COTH2039B/2041B
- Acupuncture Principles (Part B) COTH2036B
- Advanced Data Communications and Networks COSC2059
- Advanced Environmental Engineering PROC2064
- Advanced Immunology & Cell Technology ONPS2122
- Advanced Materials MIET1200
- Advanced Metallurgical Engineering PROC2062
- Advanced Programming Techniques COSC1285
- Advanced Statistical Analysis MATH1233
- Agent-Oriented Programming & Design COSC2048
- Analysis Of Medical Data MATH1300
- Anatomy 1: Musculoskeletal Anatomy BIOL2073
- Anatomy 2 (Comp Med) BIOL2093
- Applied Exercise Sciences 2 (HM) OHTH2059
- Applied Nutrition OHTH1156
- Applied Toxicology ONPS1223
- Biochemical Engineering PROC2048
- Biochemistry & Molecular Biology 2 BIOL1181
- Biopharmaceuticals BIOL2109
- Biophysics C&O PHYS2049
- Biotechnology: Regulation And Business Law BUSM2032
- Black Holes & the Origin of the Universe CTXT1349
- Broadcast Network Engineering COSC1233
- Building Quality Organisations MANU1373
- Cadastral Surveying 2 (Part B) GEOM1059B
- Chemical Engineering Applications PROC2050
- Chinese Internal Medicine (Part B) COTH2057B
- Computational Biology BIOL2119
- Computing Fundamentals COSC1321
- Concrete Structures 1 CIVE1177
- Cytopathology 2 MEDS1125
- Design & Analysis Of Experiments & Sample Surveys MATH1284
- Design And Analysis Of Experiments for Science & Engineering MATH1223
- Diagnosis 2 MEDS2064
- Diagnosis in Chinese Medicine (Part B) COTH2037B
- Diagnosis in Chinese Medicine 1 COTH2044
- Digital Media Programming COSC2272
- Discrete & Continuous Dynamical System MATH1136
- Discrete Mathematics MATH1150
- Electromagnetism & Optics PHYS1042
- Energy & Earth’s Environment PHYS2066
- Engineering Practice 2 (Environmental Principles for Sustainable Design) CIVE1186
- Environmental Engineering PROC2058
- Evidence Based Medicine Research Methods (Part B) MEDS2043B
- Evidence Based Medicine Research Project (Part B) MEDS2044B
- Evolutionary Computing COSC2033
- Exploratory Data Analysis MATH1319
- Fluid Mechanics & Heat Transfer (PtB) PROC2045B
- Food & Industrial Biotechnology ONPS2082
- Forecasting MATH1307
- Foundations of Data Communications and Networks COSC2061
- Fundamentals of Chinese Medicine (Part B) COTH2035B
- Further Engineering Mathematics C MATH2118
- Further Mathematics For Applied Physicists MATH1136
- Game Theory & Its Applications MATH1320
- General Physics B PHYS1035
- Geological Engineering 2,3 CIVE1118/1159
- Geospatial Mathematics 1 (Part B) MATH1081B
- Gynaecology & Paediatrics (Part B) COTH2058B
- Haematology 1,3 MEDS1084/1112
- Health Related Physical Activity OHTH2048
- Histopathology 1 MEDS1153
- Implementation of Database Applications ISYS1101
- Industrial & Vehicle Aerodynamics AUTO1018
- Industrial Systems And Environment MANU1381
- Instrumentation Project PHYS1157
- Interface Technology PHYS1082
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- Introduction to Biophysics PHYS1212
- Introduction to Computational Biology COSC2151
- Introduction to Database Systems ISYS1055
- Introduction to Laboratory Medicine 2 ONPS2106
- Introduction to Pharmacology and Toxicology ONPS1158
- Introduction To Risk Assessment PUBH1038
- Introduction to Web Programming COSC1307
- Investigation Project CIVE1115
- Java for Programmers COSC1295
- Long span and High rise Structures CIVE1163
- Management Of Design MIET1199
- Management Of Technology MANU1385
- Manufacturing Planning And Control MANU1180
- Mathematical & Modern Physics PHYS1044
- Mathematical Computing MATH2109
- Mathematics & Statistics for Environmental Science MATH2123
- Mathematics & Statistics for SECSE (Part B) MATH1121B
- Mathematics 2b,2d,3b,3d MATH1152/1154/1156/1158/1160
- Mathematics For Applied & Environmental Scientists MATH1078
- Mathematics For Computer Science MATH1072/1073/1074
- Mathematics for Engineers & Scientists 1a (Part B) MATH1102B
- Mathematics For Geospatial Science MATH1064
- Mathematics for Physical Scientists MATH1080
- Mathematics for Scientists 1b MATH1144
- Mathematics for SECSE MATH1134
- Medical & Scientific Instrumentation PHYS1155
- Medical Diagnostics BIOL2110
- Medical Microbiology ONPS1048
- Medicines, Drugs and Poisons ONPS2164
- Mental Health Nursing 1 NURS1132
- Metallurgical Engineering PROC2057
- Minerals & Petroleum Exploration PROC2072
- Mobile Application Development COSC2347
- Modelling, Simulation & Process Control PROC2054
- Molecular Basis Of Disease MEDS1138
- Molecular Cell Biology ONPS1050
- Motor Vehicle Design AUTO1019
- Motor Vehicles & Society AUTO1012
- Network Programming COSC1176
- Non-Linear Programming COSC1436
- Numerical Methods/Statistics for Engineers MATH2114
- Object-Oriented Programming COSC1252
- Operating Systems COSC1112
- Parallel Computing COSC2206
- Photography for the Technologists COSC2227
- Physics of Fluids and Electricity PHYS2062
- Polymer Engineering 1 PROC2044
- Polymer Engineering 2 PROC2063
- Probability & Optimization Model In Finance ECON1166
- Process Plant Design PROC2066
- Process Plant Economics & Management PROC2065
- Process Vessel & Structural Design PROC2047
- Professional Studies 1 NURS1101
- Programming Techniques COSC1283
- Project Management 1 CIVE1109
- Puzzles in Art, Archaeology & Crime Investigated CTXT1348
- Radiation Physics PHYS2043
- Radiotherapy Physics PHYS2060
- Reaction Engineering 1 PROC2055
- Real-Time Rendering & 3D Games Programming COSC1224
- Renewable Energy Systems MIET2032/2062
- Rheology & Fluid Particle Mechanics PROC2061
- Risk Assessment PUBH1121
- Science Technology MATH1277
- Software Engineering Analysis and Design ISYS1117
- Solid, Liquid, & Gas, Waste Management 2 PROC2070
- Statistical Analysis 2 MATH1281/1282
- Statistics & Quality Assurance For Food MATH1264
- Statistics And Epidemiology MATH1238
- Statistics For Biomedical Science MATH1248
- Statistics MATH1278
- Structural Analysis CIVE1188
- Structural Engineering 2 CIVE1117
- Systemic Pathology MEDS1102
- Theory Of Statistics MATH2062
- Therapeutic Pharmacology And Toxicology ONPS2033
- Toxicity Testing & Biomonitoring ONPS1294
- Transport Engineering 1 CIVE1180
- Unix Systems Administration & Programming (Linux) COSC1131
- Vector Calculus Methods For Geospatial Science MATH1065
- Viral Infections ONPS1047
- Water Engineering CIVE1181
- Web Database Applications ISYS1124
- Web Development Technologies COSC2277
- Web Page Construction COSC1297
- Web Servers & Web Technology COSC1300
- Work Systems Design MANU1183
CANCELLATION AND REFUND POLICY

Once an application has been submitted and approved, it is regarded as an intention to undertake the course/s listed in your application. If you do not wish to continue with a course or courses once your application has been approved and fees paid, you should advise the Single Course Co-ordinator at RMIT Training Pty Ltd in writing immediately. (It is not sufficient to just let your lecturer know). A refund of fees will only be given if written notification of course withdrawal is received by RMIT Training Pty Ltd prior to commencement of third scheduled course class.

All withdrawals will incur a cancellation fee of $100, no full refunds will be given for students who withdraw from a course or courses. No refund will be issued to students who cancel after the third scheduled class. In the case of a course cancellation or if an applicant is unsuccessful in gaining a place in the course of their choice, RMIT Training Pty Ltd will refund all course fees paid in full. Transfers from one semester to another and/or deferrals from one year to another and transfers from one course to another will not be accepted.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. All Single Course details are current as of May 2005 and may be subject to variation.
2. Quotas may apply to courses being offered.
3. Classes with insufficient enrolments may be cancelled.
4. Conditions apply to RMIT University enrolled students. If you are an RMIT HECS or Full-Fee student, you are advised to check with your Home School for enrolment process. If you are an RMIT International student, please note that you cannot be enrolled in Single Courses through RMIT Training P/L, you will need to verify your enrolment process with your Home School.
5. Please read RMIT Training Pty Ltd’s Cancellation and Refund Policy carefully.
6. It is the responsibility of all Non-RMIT students to ensure that their home university will grant exemptions for courses undertaken at RMIT University.
7. A late non-refundable enrolment fee of $50 will apply for Single Course applications received after commencement of semester or course class.

PLEASE NOTE

All applications are subject to final School approval. If you are unsure whether you have satisfied any of the necessary components, please call our helpful Customer Service Team on 1800 067 117. The RMIT University Customer Service Team is available for enquiries from 8.45 am – 5.00 pm, Monday to Friday.

Applications are processed in order of receipt due to quotas that may apply on some courses. Students should note that incomplete applications submitted will not be processed unless all required information and full payment is provided. In the event that a course is filled, applications that have not met all requirements will be returned to students unprocessed.

NON-RMIT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Visa must be valid for duration of course. Unless specified, fees quoted are local fees. International students are subject to international fees. Please check the directory or call 1800 067 117 for more information.

Applicants on a Visitor Visa are not able to study in a course longer than three months. For further information, please refer to the DIMIA website: http://www.immi.gov.au

IMPORTANT DATES FOR APPLICANTS

Monday, 20 June 2005 Single Course Enrolments Open
Friday, 1 July 2005 Single Course Enrolments Close
Friday, 29 July 2005 Closing Dates for Single Course Cancellations (Refer Cancellation and Refund Policy, cancellations received after this date will not be eligible for refund)

RMIT TRAINING PTY LTD AND RMIT UNIVERSITY PRIVACY STATEMENT

For Privacy Statement please visit www.rmit.edu.au/singlecourses
Application Form
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Semester Two

Application Form

Course Details: (please use one application per course)

Course Code __________________________________ Course Name ______________________________________________________________________________ Course Fee ______________

Your Details: (Required for set up of online access)

Title ____________ First Name/s ____________________________________________ Last Name ______________________________________________ Date of Birth ____________

Postal Address ______________________________________________________ Suburb __________________________________ State______________ P/code ____________________

Telephone__________________________________________ Mobile __________________________________ Fax _________________________________

Email ____________________________________________________________________________

Select your preferred method of communication Email ☐ Postal ☐

RMIT respects your right to privacy. If you do not wish to be informed of future courses and special offers please tick this box ☐

Who is Paying: (please tick one)

Applicant ☐ Company ☐ (Must complete details below and attach Purchase Order)

Company Name ______________________________________________________ Contact Person ______________________________________________________________

Company Address __________________________________________________ Suburb __________________________________ State______________ P/code ____________________

Method of Payment: (please tick payment option)

Cheque ☐ Money Order ☐ Bankcard ☐ Mastercard ☐ Visa ☐

Card No. _________ / _________ / _________ / _________ Expiry Date __ __ / __ __

Card Holder's Name ____________________________________________________________ Signature ________________________________________________

(Please Note: For security reasons we are unable to accept cash payments)

Citizen Details: I am or I hold (please tick one)

☐ Citizen of Australia or New Zealand/Permanent Resident of Australia (Local Single Course Fee Applies)

☐ Temporary Resident Visa/Student Visa please attach copy of valid passport (International Single Course Fee Applies)

RMIT University Status: (Please complete if applicable)

☐ I am a current RMIT Student* Student No. ____________________________

☐ HECS Paying ☐ Full Fee Local (UC) ☐ Full Fee Local (PC) ☐ *RMIT International ☐

*All local RMIT students must obtain and attach a written University approval form to be eligible for Single Course enrolment. RMIT International students cannot be enrolled in Single Courses.

☐ I am an RMIT ALUMNI Member ☐ Student No. ____________________________

☐ I am an RMIT Staff Member (excluding casuals) ☐ Staff No. ____________________________

Satisfaction of Prerequisites: ☐ I meet the required criteria to undertake the course I am applying for. (Please attach copy of prerequisites or self assessment statement)

Declaration: To be Read, Signed and Dated to be Valid.

I declare that to the best of my knowledge the information supplied in this application and the documentation supporting it is correct and complete. I acknowledge that the provision of incorrect information or documentation relating to my application may result in cancellation of any offer of enrolment by RMIT. I acknowledge that while I am an enrolled Single Course student, I am subject to the regulations and rules of RMIT and to lawful instruction of the authority of the University. I also acknowledge that successful completion of a “Single Course” will allow me to apply to RMIT University for credit towards an RMIT award, conditions may apply. I have read and accepted RMIT Training P/L’s Cancellation Policy and Terms and Conditions that apply to Single Course enrolments.

Date: __ __ / __ __ / __ __ Signature ____________________________________________